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MNI POV (Point Of View): Transitory No Longer 
 
By Tim Cooper and Chris Harrison 
 

• The FOMC will shift in a hawkish direction at the December meeting as it eyes rising inflation risks. 

• This shift will include a doubling of the pace of the asset purchase taper, a more aggressive rate “dot plot”, and an 
adjustment in the Statement language (including eliminating the word “transitory” to describe inflation). 

• The FOMC signalling more than 2 hikes in 2022, or a hiking pace faster than 3 hikes per year, would be hawkish vs 
expectations. 

 
At the December 14-15 meeting, the FOMC will shift in a 
hawkish direction as it grapples with rising risks of 
persistently strong inflation. Chair Powell’s comments 
before Congress on Nov 30-Dec 1 (more detail in our Key 
FOMC Communications section, pp 7-9) provided ample 
guidance for not just the key action point at the meeting 
(accelerating the pace of the taper), but the shift in 
communications tone towards recognizing the threat of 
higher, persistent inflation. 
 

• Taper Double-Up: Between Powell and a series of 
his colleagues across the Hawk-Dove spectrum 
(from Bullard to Daly), the FOMC has clearly 
signalled its intention to accelerate the pace of the 
asset purchase taper at the December meeting. 

• The FOMC is set double the pace of the taper to 
$30B/month, starting in mid-January, from the 
$15B pace in Nov-Dec, comprising $20B Tsys/$10B MBS. This will put the Fed on track to end net purchases in mid-
March 2022 – now the overwhelming consensus view. 

• While this decision would come just six weeks after the announcement to taper in the first place, the FOMC will be 
both emboldened by the lack of “taper tantrum” since it began signalling its intention to wind down QE, and increasingly 
aware that inflation is coming in above expectations alongside signs that “maximum employment” is getting closer. 

…. 
 
 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20211215a.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcprojtabl20211215.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20211215a1.htm
https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcpresconf20211215.htm
https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/12388/FedReviewNov2021.pdf
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• Core PCE is coming in above even the highest expectations the FOMC had back in September, while the 
unemployment rate is already not far above the upper end of the central tendency range for end-2023. 

• Recall that rather than the taper being considered “tightening”, the continuation of asset purchases is considered to be 
providing accommodation – Powell re-emphasized this before Congress. 

• But with inflation surging, several on the FOMC – even multiple doves - have mentioned their desire for “optionality” 
in raising rates next year to tighten policy if need be, in light of the changing balance of risks on inflation. Because most 
have said they see it as undesirable to hike rates while asset purchases are ongoing, it stands to reason that for most, 
only by bringing asset purchases to an end earlier can the FOMC have the option to hike by mid-year. 

• The communications from this meeting, including the Dot Plot, will be interpreted for any signals that the reason for the 
accelerated taper is to get started hiking earlier. That’s a concept Powell will almost certainly push back on in the press 
conference - the question is, how forcefully. 

 
Powell To Face Questions On Inflation Vs Employment: Powell said a couple of weeks ago that the term “transitory” with 
reference to inflation should be “retired”. But while the terminology may change, Powell’s description of the likely path of inflation 
going forward (“that inflation will move back down over the course of next year closer to our target”) sounds very much like a 
“transitory” path in many respects. 

• We expect Powell to be asked about higher inflation risks and what they mean for policy: in particular his comment 
in Congress that "maximum employment" depended on a prolonged economic expansion, and prolonged economic 
expansion depended on price stability. 

• This could be interpreted as providing reasoning for raising rates even before “maximum employment” has been 
reached, were inflationary pressures / expectations to become worrisome, ie in conflict with the employment goal. 

• That’s a pretty material hawkish shift and while a formal change in guidance in this regard is unlikely at this meeting, 
it seems to be the direction the FOMC is drifting toward. 
 

Statement: Transitory No Longer 

(Link to November FOMC statement) 
 
The most important change to the Statement vs November’s is likely to be the announcement of the taper acceleration. While 
the Statement will lean more hawkish – in keeping with the taper decision - there aren’t many decisive risks in either the 
hawkish/dovish directions vs expectations. Some of the sections most ripe for change: 
 

• “Inflation is elevated, largely reflecting factors that are expected to be transitory. Supply and demand imbalances 
related to the pandemic and the reopening of the economy have contributed to sizable price increases in some 
sectors.” We can be pretty certain the word “transitory” will not appear in the updated statement given Powell’s 
comments. The core scenario is that it’s replaced by an explanation of the FOMC’s expectations for inflation to 
slow significantly once such pandemic/reopening factors dissipate – basically, “transitory” in all but name. An 
omission of the expectation for inflation to subside, would be a hawkish development. (For more on possible 
language changes, see “Fed To Replace Transitory With Conditional Price Outlook” in Policy section) 

 

• “With progress on vaccinations and strong policy support, indicators of economic activity and employment have 
continued to strengthen. The sectors most adversely affected by the pandemic have improved in recent months, but 
the summer's rise in COVID-19 cases has slowed their recovery.” And “The path of the economy continues to depend 
on the course of the virus”. This probably needs to mark-to-market the “summer” language now that we’re in 
December and have November data. Possibly tweaked to account for Omicron risks, though with such 
uncertainty over the eventual economic impact of the variant, the FOMC may decide that the existing “course 
of the virus” language is sufficient. As we note in our Communications section, Omicron doesn’t appear to be 
a big concern for the FOMC just yet. 

 

• “With inflation having run persistently below this longer-run goal, the Committee will aim to achieve inflation moderately 
above 2 percent for some time so that inflation averages 2 percent over time and longer‑term inflation expectations 
remain well anchored at 2 percent.” This language seems in need of an update, given “persistently” well-above-
target inflation prints.  

 

• “The Committee decided to keep the target range for the federal funds rate at 0 to 1/4 percent and expects it will be 
appropriate to maintain this target range until labor market conditions have reached levels consistent with the 
Committee's assessments of maximum employment and inflation has risen to 2 percent and is on track to moderately 
exceed 2 percent for some time.” The new Statement may make clear that the FOMC feels it’s met the inflation 
criteria for rate liftoff (though this wouldn’t be a huge surprise given Powell’s already suggested that’s the 
view). More surprising, though possible (and hawkish), would be a formal indication that the FOMC would be 
prepared to lift rates even before maximum employment had been reached if inflation expectations were 
becoming unanchored. 

 
  

https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/monetary20211103a.htm
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Dot Plot: 2 Hikes In 2022, Watch The Pace Thereafter 
(Link to September FOMC SEP) 
 
Divining individual submissions on the “Dot Plot” is challenging at the best of times, and the December 2021 edition will be more 
challenging than most. The September FOMC Dot Plot chart is adjacent. 
 
Apart from gauging how much individual members’ 
notions of required tightening have changed since 
September, there’s also a potential issue of 
composition: not only are there two vacancies at the 
Boston and Dallas Feds this time (with the interim 
heads set to deliver their dots), but there are some 
analysts that query whether Clarida and Quarles will 
participate at all given their imminent departures. 
For our purposes, we assume we’ll get a full 
complement of 18 dots on the chart. 
 

• Our “Instant Answers” will be looking for 
how many dots are above 0.625% / 
0.875% in 2022 (ie 2 / 3 hikes) and how 
many are above 1.375% in 2023 (ie 3 
further hikes; 6 cumulative from now). 

 
2022 Dots Probably Signal 2 Hikes: It’s difficult to 
imagine the 2022 median Fed funds rate hike “dot” 
implying more than 2 hikes. To be sure, 
expectations are for a 2 hike median, though some 
see risks of three (it’s JPM’s base case). Recall in 
September, we had a split decision between 3 dots 
= 2 hikes, 6 = 1 hike, and 9 = unchanged, which led 
to a median of 0.25% (ie split between zero and one 
hike).  
 

• Even Bullard has said he is sticking to his 2 hike outlook for 2022, and with the Boston and Fed seats vacant, it’s 
uncertain which hawks we might get a 3 hike expectation from this time (even KC’s George hasn’t sounded that 
hawkish on the rate front), though perhaps we’ll get two or three members going for it.  

• Conversely, we’ll probably see at least one (Kashkari?) and perhaps another (Brainard?) holding out for no 2022 hikes. 
And with several on the FOMC taking great pains to separate the taper decision with the decision to hike rates, and/or 
signalling that liftoff conditions will most likely be met toward the end of 2022, it’s not hard to see the following: 2 at 
0.125% (vs 9 prior), 5 at 0.375% (vs 6 prior), 9 at 0.625% (vs 3 prior), and 2 at 0.875% (vs zero prior). That’s a pretty 
solid 2 hike median, but hardly an overwhelming consensus. 

• That’s partly why we’re watching the number of dots above 0.625% and 0.825% in our Instant Answers – a limited 
number of upside outliers would probably be a slightly dovish development vs market pricing. 

• If we get 9 going for 1 hike or fewer, that would probably mean another split decision: this time at 0.50% (ie 1.5 hikes). 
Unlikely, but probably more likely than a 3-dot median at this stage. 

• That said, it’s worth reading our Policy Team’s piece on the subject (Fed Dots To Signal Two Rate Hikes in 2022, 
Openness To 3rd), as it provides multiple good reasons why members may opt to signal 3 hikes. 

 
Beyond 2022, it’s about pace. Note that the September dots saw a 3-hike median in each of 2023 and 2024, which signalled a 
fairly cautious tightening pace versus the pre-2019 4-per-year hiking cycle. 

• In December’s projections, the 3 hike median is expected to be maintained. That would mean 8 cumulative hikes by 
the end of 2024, bringing the rate to 2.00-2.25%, a little shy of the 2.50% longer-run estimate. 

• The wide dispersion of the 2023 and 2024 dots in September (150bp and 200bp from lowest to highest in those two 
years, respectively) was noteworthy, with the more hawkish participants appearing to advocate a 4-hike path in 2023; 
however the dots were seen dovish overall last time because the leadership of the FOMC was seen as pencilling in a 
more gradual rate path. 

• A 3-hike 2023 median would probably confirm that the path ahead is seen as reasonably gradual and sufficient to 
contain inflation. Anything more than that would be hawkish. 

• In Instant Answers we’re looking for how many dots are above 1.375% (6 cumulative hikes) by end-2023 – while that’s 
partly a function of the 2022 dots, it would indicate how many participants want to get aggressive on tightening in the 
relatively near-term. 

 

 
 

https://www.federalreserve.gov/monetarypolicy/fomcprojtabl20210922.htm
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Economic Projections: Inflation Higher, Unemployment Lower 

 
Unemployment rate forecast due to drop: Since 
the last economic projections in September, payrolls 
have increased by 1.1mln and household 
employment has increased an even more impressive 
2.0mln. Unemployment has fallen by 1.5mln which 
meant that even though participation rose and the 
labour force increased by 0.5mln, the unemployment 
rate has dropped 1ppt to 4.2%.  
 
This is substantially below the 4.8% the FOMC 
expected it to average in Q4 as a whole and not far 
above the upper end of the central tendency range 
for end-2023. There has been much the same trend 
when comparing just since the November meeting, if 
anything more impressive with a larger relative 
increase in participation and the unemployment rate 
still falling 0.5ppts. A drop in the unemployment 
rate forecast for 2021 is a given and for 2022 
likely; though no/limited adjustments on this front could imply that FOMC members expect participation to kick up a 
notch. 
 
Core PCE due an upgrade for 2021 and 2022: Core CPI inflation meanwhile has kicked back up a gear. Inflation was 
relatively restrained at +0.24% M/M in Sep (released after the Sep FOMC meeting) before surging +0.6% M/M in Oct and 
+0.53% M/M in Nov. Whilst pandemic-related categories are bouncing, the main drivers of this have been shelter-related 
inflation on the back of strong house/rental prices and used cars, the latter a more idiosyncratic story on supply issues. This 
latest surge has left core PCE inflation at an estimate 4.5% Y/Y in Nov (to be released Dec 23), considerably above the 3.7% 
Y/Y median projection for Q4 from only back in September. Expectations are for the FOMC’s 2022 core PCE median to rise 
from 2.3% to 2.5% or so, subsiding thereafter with no major changes to 2023-24. 

 

 
 
As for markets since the Nov meeting, equities are near enough unchanged judging by the S&P (but still up 6% from the Sep 
meeting) which the UST yield curve has flattened by 35bps with 2Y yields up 17bps on hawkish Fed expectations and 10Y down 
-19bps. The rally in the longer end appears to be a combination of a safe haven play amidst Omicron variant fears and a view 
that the Fed will struggle to get very far in into multi-year hiking cycle. The US dollar has edged up 1% on a trade-weighted 
basis.  
 
SEPTEMBER 2021 FOMC: Economic projections of Federal Reserve Board members and Federal Reserve Bank presidents, under their 
individual assumptions of projected appropriate monetary policy. Source: Federal Reserve 
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MNI Instant Answers: 
 
The questions that we have selected for this meeting are: 

 

• Is the taper pace accelerated? What is the new pace? 

• Will the faster taper start in January? 

• Does the Fed explicitly mention the taper ending in March? 

• Median projection of Fed funds at the end of 2022/2023/2024/Long Run? 

• Median core PCE inflation in 2022/2023? 

• How many 2022 dots are above 0.625%? Above 0.875%? 

• How many 2023 are above 1.375%?  

• Any dissents to the decision? 
 
(Formerly Human Readable Algo) The markets team have selected a subsection of questions we think could be most market moving and will publish the answer to 
all of these questions within a few seconds of the Fed statement being released. These questions are subject to change; clients will be informed of any changes via 
our Edge and Bullets services. A comprehensive list of questions is available on the MNI Monitor (available via the website here: 
https://www.marketnews.com/realdisplay?product=AFM 
 

Analyst Views – Fed Outlook 
 
Apart from Wells Fargo and Danske (who are looking for a slower taper ending in April), sell-side consensus is that 
the FOMC will announce a doubling of the taper to $30B at the December meeting, concluding in March. 

• There are few if any remaining holdouts to seeing a 2022 liftoff. The earliest core view for liftoff is 
Barclays (March 2022). The latest is TD (2023). 

• For the December meeting, the median of sell-side median expectations sees the “Dot Plot” showing 2 hike 
dots in 2022, and 3 more in each of 2023 and 2024. 

• For a summary of analysts` individual notes, please see pages 10-16. 
 

 
      Correct to the best of MNI`s knowledge as of December 13, 2021 

https://www.marketnews.com/realdisplay?product=AFM
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Market-Implied Rate Outlook 
 

 
  Source: Bloomberg, MNI Market News. Updated Dec 13, 2021 

• The implied Fed funds rate path has steepened through 2023 since the last meeting. Just after the Nov FOMC, 
the Fed was seen making its first rate hike in September 2022, with 2+ 25bp hikes in 2022, 2.5 more in 2023, 
and 1 in 2024. The curve is now pricing in those 6 hikes by early 2024: liftoff by June 2022, with around 3 full 
25bp hikes by end-2022, and just under 3 hikes in 2023, flattening out thereafter. 

 

 

 
• High and rising year-on-year inflation stands out on our Fed Data Watch, though the magnitude of upside 

surprises has moderated considerably since the summer. While nonfarm payrolls have generally disappointed 
from a headline perspective, wage growth has impressed and the unemployment rate continues to drop. 
Financial conditions are mixed (equities higher, yield curve flatter, dollar stronger). (Updated Dec 12, 2021) 
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Key Inter-Meeting FedSpeak – Dec 2021  
 
Since the November meeting, the key theme for FedSpeak has been the clearly-expressed intention to accelerate 
the pace of the asset purchase taper at the December meeting. 

• While some of the more hawkish members (ie Bullard) had previously signalled their preference for an 
early stop to bond buying vs the mid-2022 end implied by the November plan, in mid-November we started 
getting loud-and-clear signals from across the FOMC spectrum on a faster taper announced in December. 

• The first major warning shot came from Vice Chair Clarida on Nov 19 (“it may well be appropriate at that 
meeting”). But it was dove Daly’s comments on Nov 24 (if data keeps coming in strong, “looks like we need 
faster tapering”) that made it clear a December taper speed-up was likely, and Chair Powell (“it is therefore 
appropriate, in my view, to consider wrapping up the taper of our asset purchases...perhaps a few months 
sooner”) subsequently made it all but official in his Congressional testimony.  

• Waller, Bostic and Mester also noted the possibility / preference of accelerating the taper. 

• That said, most commentary has centered around accelerating the taper to create “optionality” for 
raising rates in 2022 in the face of persistently high inflation (though most participants have emphasized 
the separation of the decisions to taper vs hike rates).  

• Powell said it was a “good time to retire” the term “transitory” for describing inflation.  

• The Omicron Covid variant came to light on Nov 26, and it doesn’t seem to have changed the overall 
outlook much for the FOMC – Powell downplayed it; others including Bostic and Bullard did as well. 
Williams (nominally a dove) suggested it posed upside inflation risks/downside growth risks. 

 
We’ve adjusted our Hawk-Dove spectrum to account for this seemingly across-the-board hawkish shift. 
Though we’d note that it is subject to significant revision in the next couple of months. 

• First, the 2022 voters become more “influential”. We consider the now-vacant and once-hawkish Dallas 
and Boston Fed spots to be more or less neutral on policy pending replacements for Pres. Kaplan and 
Rosengren, respectively. And of course, the Boston Fed President gets a vote on policy in 2022. 

• Though Powell and Brainard will remain (Brainard as Vice Chair), Quarles (end-Dec) and Clarida (end-Jan) 
are expected to soon depart, leaving three vacancies on the board. 

• It would be premature to assume these will go to “dovish” candidates, not least because it’s tough to 
accurately determine such leanings in advance, but also, it’s plausible the Biden administration would be 
comfortable with an outspoken hawk, given high inflation presenting an increasing political headache. 

 

 
Our matrix uses the following methodology based on the MNI Markets Team`s subjective analysis. Hawkish/Dovish 
scores indicate MNI`s subjective assessment of each member`s stance on monetary policy. -10 implies member 
believes aggressive easing warranted; +10 is most hawkish, implies member believes aggressive tightening 
warranted. Scores around -2 to +2 considered relatively neutral.  On Influence, the x-axis runs from 0 ('least 
influential') to 10 ('most influential'). Voters in the current year receive a minimum score of 6; the Chair receives a 10 
and Board of Governors members receive at least 7. Those who are not voters in the current year are limited to a 
score of 4; among them, those due to vote next year receive higher influence scores (rising towards end of current 
year), and vice-versa. 
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Member Role 

Voter 

Monetary Policy Commentary Since November FOMC 

‘21 ‘22 

J Powell 
BOG, 
Chair 

X X 

All commentary below from Powell’s Nov 30-Dec 1 congressional testimony: 
On tapering: “The economy is very strong and inflationary pressures are high and it is therefore appropriate, in 
my view, to consider wrapping up the taper of our asset purchases...perhaps a few months sooner.” 
On “transitory” inflation: "The test that we've articulated, I think clearly, has been met now…inflation has run 
well above 2% for long enough that if you look back a few years, inflation averages 2%…it was not the case 
going into this episode; it would have been many years since we had inflation at 2%. So I think the word 
transitory has different meanings to different people; to many, it carries a time, a sense of, of short-lived. We tend 
to use it to mean that it won't leave a permanent mark in the form of higher inflation. I think it's probably a good 
time to retire that that word and try to explain more clearly what we mean.” 
On inflation trajectory: “Pandemic-related supply and demand imbalances have contributed to notable price 
increases in some areas… it is difficult to predict the persistence and effects of supply constraints, but it now 
appears that factors pushing inflation upward will linger well into next year…my baseline expectation is still, as I 
mentioned, and most forecasters are still that inflation will move back down over the course of next year closer to 
our target. But clearly, the risk of more persistent inflation has risen. And I think you what you've seen is you've 
seen us, you've seen our policy adapt, and you'll see it continue to adapt. You know, we will use our tools to 
make sure that higher inflation does not become entrenched.” 
On the inflation and maximum employment mandates: "To get back to the kind of great labor market we had 
before the pandemic, we're going to need...price stability…and in a sense, the risk of persistent high inflation is 
also a major risk to getting back to such a labor market." 
On the omicron variant: “I am not thinking that the effects on the economy will be remotely comparable to what 
happened last March.”  

J Williams 
NY 
Fed, V 
Chair 

X X 

On tapering: “On accelerating the taper, there’s a lot to learn and digest and think about coming up to the next 
meeting.  The question is: Would it make sense to end those purchases somewhat earlier, by maybe a few 
months, given how strong the economy is? That’s a decision, discussion, I expect we’ll have to grapple with.” -
Dec 1 
On inflation: “We definitely have seen a pickup in underlying inflation in the U.S.” – Nov 18 
On Omicron variant: “Clearly, [Omicron] adds a lot of uncertainty to the outlook. A risk with the new variant is 
that it will continue that excess demand in the areas that don’t have capacity, and will stall the recovery in the 
areas where we actually have the capacity. It would mean a somewhat slower rebound overall and also does 
increase those inflationary pressures, in those areas that are in high demand.” – Dec 1 

R Clarida BOG X X 
On tapering: “I’ll be looking closely at the data that we get between now and the December meeting. It may well 
be appropriate at that meeting to have a discussion about increasing the pace at which we are reducing [asset 
purchases].” -Nov 19 

L Brainard BOG X X No commentary on current monetary policy since last meeting 

R Quarles BOG X X 
On tapering: “I certainly would be supportive of a committee decision to move the end of the taper forward from 
where people had been expecting it in June.” – Dec 2 

M Bowman BOG X X No commentary on current monetary policy since last meeting 

C Waller BOG X X 

On tapering/rates: “If the economy makes quick progress toward maximum employment or inflation data show 
no signs of retreating from their currently high readings, the [FOMC] may choose to speed up the taper, which 
would position it to accelerate subsequent steps in tightening monetary policy if necessary…the rapid 
improvement in the labor market and the deteriorating inflation data have pushed me towards favoring a faster 
pace of tapering and a more rapid removal of accommodation in 2022.” – Nov 19 
On inflation: “Price pressures are no longer concentrated in a few categories, they appear to have broadened.” 
It is “very concerning” that consumer surveys show the public is worried the rate will stay above two percent. – 
Nov 19 

C Evans 
Chic. 
Fed 

X  

On rate hikes: “It's not obvious to me that a 2022 rate increase is necessary or called for, but it could well be the 
case that this goes on longer than I'm expecting with a configuration of price changes that is more troubling, in 
terms of persistence.” – Nov 8 
On inflation: “I expect that the currently elevated inflation readings from supply side pressures will eventually 
fade ... that said, I had expected to see more progress by now. And there are some indications that inflationary 
pressures may be building more broadly ... while good progress has been made, we still have a way to go before 
we meet the FOMC’s inclusive employment mandate.” – Nov 8 

T Barkin 
Rich. 
Fed 

X  
On rate hikes: “I think it's helpful to have some time to see where reality is in this economy. If the need is there, 
we'll do what we have to do. But, I personally think it's very helpful for us to have a few more months to evaluate, 
is inflation going to come back to more normal levels? Is the labor market going to open up?" – Nov 16 

R Bostic 
Atl. 
Fed 

X  

On tapering: “There’s a lot of uncertainty in the market… It’s important that if need to be moving interest rates, 
that we get the taper out the way first. A faster taper would certainly give us more optionality as we move into 
2022 and see sort of where the data takes us. I definitely think it is appropriate for us to be talking about the pace 
of tapering and being open to a faster one.”  
[if the employment numbers come in equally strong as inflation], "I think the case would be much stronger for a 
faster taper”. Re taper ending in 1Q 2022: “That timing I would be comfortable with given the way the data has 
come in recently.” – Nov 23 
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Member Role 

Voter 

Monetary Policy Commentary Since November FOMC 

‘21 ‘22 

On rate hikes: “I just saw an OECD projection this morning that suggested that inflation in the U.S. could be 
above 4% for the year of 2022…if it is at that kind of level, I think there is going to be a good case to be made 
that we should be pulling forward more interest rate increases and perhaps do even more than the one I have 
penciled in.”– Dec 2 
On omicron: “"Successive waves of the virus have triggered, they've all triggered slowdowns, but each one 
successively has led to a milder slowdown than before. There's a lot of momentum in the economy, I would 
expect that we can continue to grow through this." – Dec 2 

M Daly 
S.F. 
Fed 

X  

On tapering: “It looks like the jobs market is really continuing to fire on all the cylinders for hiring… The inflation 
numbers, after coming down for a few months on the monthly basis, the CPI monthly numbers were high again… 
And so if that continues, then those are the things that would say, looks like we need faster tapering.” – Nov 24 
On rate hikes: “I am very open and, in fact, leaning towards that we’ll want to raise rates from the zero lower 
bound at the end of next year.” – Nov 24 
On monetary policy: “Reacting in response to things that aren’t likely to last will move us farther from — not 
closer to — our goals. The Fed is well positioned to act should inflation begin to look more persistent... It’s much 
harder to unwind a preemptive action that turns out to be wrong.” – Nov 16 

L Mester 
Clev. 
Fed 

 X 

On tapering / rate hikes: “Making the taper faster is definitely buying insurance and optionality so that if inflation 
doesn’t move back down significantly next year we’re in a position to be able hike if we have to. Right now, with 
the inflation data the way it is and with the job market as strong as it is, I do think that we have to be in a position 
that if we need to raise rates a couple of times next year we’re able to do that.” – Dec 1 

E George 
K.C. 
Fed 

 X 
On monetary policy: “As supply chains heal and demand eases, there is reason to expect inflation will 
eventually moderate, but it is also clear that the risk of a prolonged period of elevated inflation has increased.  
The argument for patience in the face of these inflation pressures has diminished.” – Nov 5 

J Bullard 
St. 
Louis 
Fed 

  X 

On monetary policy: “I think it behooves the committee to go in a more hawkish direction in the next couple of 
meetings so we are managing the risk of inflation appropriately…we could move faster -- we kept optionality on 
this that we could speed up the taper if it is appropriate...another consideration I would put on the table, and have 
put on the table, is we can allow runoff of the balance sheet at the end of the taper instead of waiting on that 
decision for a while. I think that would be a way to have a somewhat more hawkish policy than otherwise.” – Nov 
16 
On rate hikes: “I would very much want to think we get to live meetings very soon, in case we need them…but it 
is only optionality at this point. I wouldn’t want to pre-commit to doing anything. But we are going to have to 
watch the data very closely here”. [Tells reporters that he still favors 2 rate hikes in 2022] – Dec 3 
On omicron: “It is too soon to provide a meaningful assessment of the impact on the public health situation or on 
the economy in the U.S.” – Dec 3 

Vacant 
Bos. 
Fed 

 X 
Boston Fed Pres Rosengren announced his resignation Sep 27. No monetary policy commentary from 
interim President Kenneth C. Montgomery, First VP And COO Of Boston Fed 

P Harker 
Phil 
Fed 

  
On rate hikes: “I don’t expect that the federal funds rate will rise before the tapering is complete, but we are 
monitoring inflation very closely and are prepared to take action, should circumstances warrant it.” – Nov 8 

N Kashkari 
Minn. 
Fed 

  
On monetary policy: “We shouldn’t overreact to what is likely going to be a temporary factor… If we overreact 
by saying, ‘Let’s just change the path of monetary policy to try to deal with a one-time effect,’ that could lead to a 
worse long-term outcome for the economy.” – Nov 15 

Vacant 
Dall. 
Fed 

  
Dallas Fed Pres Kaplan announced his resignation Sep 27. No monetary policy commentary from interim 
President Meredith Black, First VP And COO Of Dallas Fed 
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Analysts’ Key Comments 

 
Note summaries in alphabetical order of institution. All analysts expect no change in the Funds rate at the 
December FOMC. 
 
ABN Amro: Liftoff June 2022 
 
ABN expects a taper acceleration announcement at the December FOMC, with purchases ending in March. 

• Future action: Rate liftoff in June 2022; hikes in September and December 2022; 3 more hikes in 2023.  
 
ANZ: Rate Guidance To Stay Unchanged For Now 
 
ANZ expects the FOMC to double the pace of taper to $30B/month, leave existing rate guidance unchanged for 
now, steepen the rate path in the dot plot and potentially indicate the timing of balance sheet normalisation.  

• Statement: Existing rate guidance to be left unchanged for now but the “clock is ticking on how long”. The 
minutes suggested some members are backing away from the current forward guidance for rates that full 
employment must also be reached.  

• SEP/Dot Plot: At least 1 rate hike in 2022 (from half of 25bp in Sep dots) and a higher ending point for 
each of the following years. 

• Inflation forecasts revised significantly higher for 2021 and 2022, with the question of how much is not from 
large base effects.  

• Future action: 2 hikes in 2022 with the first by mid-2022 and another later in the year (upside risks of more 
front-loaded). Then 3 hikes more in 2023 (broadly balanced risks).  

• Press conference: “An indication of the timing of balance sheet normalisation will be important for the 
pace of rate hikes”. 

 
Barclays: FOMC Sweating Out The Winter 
 
Barclays expects the FOMC to “to position for an earlier liftoff” at the December meeting, “doubling the pace of 
tapering, eliminating references to transitory inflation, and hastening the pace of hikes in the dot plot.” 

• In addition to more hawkish-sounding Fed speakers since the last meeting, Barclays notes the “hawkish 
pronouncement in the November minutes that risk management considerations will be the guiding principle 
for policy in the current uncertain environment, which represents a shift from tone from the November press 
conference, which had emphasized patience”. 

• Statement: To give a nod to Omicron by noting risks of more sustained Covid infections. 

• To replace “transitory” with language that acknowledges more persistent inflationary pressures related to 
Covid influences. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: 2 rate hike dots in 2022; 3 in 2023; 4 in 2024, placing median at 2.3%. 

• Upward revisions to inflation / somewhat lower unemployment rate through 2022. 

• Future action: Liftoff in March 2022, “justifiable not only on risk management grounds, but also in terms of 
being broadly consistent with the statement’s existing liftoff guidance (full employment, with inflation having 
risen to 2% and on track for a moderate overshoot).” 

 
BMO: Preparing for 2022 Liftoff 
 
BMO sees a doubling of the pace of tapering at the December FOMC amid a “stubbornly strong inflation backdrop”. 

• Future action: Liftoff around mid-2022; then a series of 25bp hikes per quarter until above 2% by mid-2024. 

• “The risks to this call are faster and ultimately higher, depending on precisely how the inflation dynamics 
unfold in coming months.” 

BNP Paribas: Following Through 

BNP Paribas expects the FOMC to double the taper pace at the December meeting, which despite being 
telegraphed by Chair Powell, would “still be remarkable and a testament to the rising concern it has about inflation 
dynamics”. 
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• Re taper pace change, “Other options are possible but the Fed has so far prioritized simplicity and we tend 
to believe it will continue to do so”, and while the FOMC will keep the door open to a further acceleration, 
“in practice” BNP doubts the plan will change again. 

• Statement: To omit “transitory”.  

• SEP/Dot Plot: Dots to show 2 hikes in 2022, 3 more in 2023, 3 more through 2024. 

• Unemp rate down to 4.3% in 2021, 3.6% 2022, 3.5% 2023, 3.4% 2024. 

• Core PCE up to 4.4% in 2024, 2.4% 2022, 2.2% 2023, 2.1% 2024. 

• Press conference: The message “is likely to enshrine the hawkish shift we have witnessed over the past 
few weeks”. Supply issues to be described as longer-lasting, incl in labor market.  

• “expect some echoes of the recent line from Powell that maximum employment requires a sustained 
recovery and a sustained recovery requires price stability.” 

• Future action: June 2022 rate liftoff. One hike per quarter thereafter. QT to begin March 2023 (with Fed 
Funds at 1-1.25%). 

 
CIBC: The Market Is Too Low On Longer-Term Rates 
 
CIBC says to focus on the ‘dot plot’ as “there won’t be a bond market taper tantrum from the now widely expected 
Fed move to accelerate [the taper]”. 

• With seasonality of Covid waves over winter, the market pricing in “a first hike before mid-year, and a total 
of 75bps of tightening in 2022, looks quite reasonable”.  

• When looking further out, CIBC disagree with both the market and existing dot plot projections seeing rates 
at 1% (in the case of the Fed, despite seeing the long-term neutral near 2.5%) and 1.5% (market) as it 
assumes some new drag will emerge. 

• “Surely, that’s going to change, and perhaps significantly, in the projections due this coming week” so keep 
an eye on the dots. “If they move up significantly, that could have the bond market begin to rethink its 
dovish view on rates beyond 2022”. 

 
Commerzbank: 3 Hikes In 2022 
 
Commerzbank expect the Fed to accelerate taper to $30B/month from the $15B/month as before, ending net 
purchases as early as March next year. 

• This would clear the way for a first rate hike in the middle of the year. but “Powell is likely to avoid any hint 
of such a move [on Wednesday] in order not to unsettle the markets”. 

• “The faster normalization pace of the Fed is absolutely necessary” as labor costs accelerate, the 
unemployment rate falls and consumer prices are increasingly rising across the board. 

• Future action: They see the Fed raising its key rate by 25bps in each quarter after an initial move in mid-
2022, pushing the upper limit of the federal funds rate to 1.00% by end-2022. 

 
Credit Suisse: 10 Hikes In The Dot Path 
 
Credit Suisse expects the FOMC to announce it’s accelerating the taper, putting it on track to conclude in March 
2022. 

• Statement: To remove “transitory” description of inflation. Although growth has picked up, risks remain due 
to the emergence of Omicron. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: Dots to show 2 hikes in 2022, 4 each in 2023 and 2024. Econ projections to reflect lower 
unemployment/higher inflation for 2022. 

 
Danske: To Confirm More Hawkish Message 
 
Danske sees the December meeting as “likely to confirm Powell’s more hawkish message that inflation is more 
permanent and hence that monetary policy may need to be normalised faster than previously thought.”  

• Future action: QE ending by April 2022; hikes in June, Sept, and Dec (vs 2 previously expected), 4 further 
hikes in 2023. 

 
Deutsche: Double-Time On Tapering, Turn Towards Tightening 
 
The FOMC will double the pace of tapering to $30B/monthly at the December meeting, per Deutsche Bank, which 
will “open up greater optionality for an earlier liftoff”.  
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• Statement: To delete “transitory”; new language to read: "Inflation is elevated, largely reflecting supply and 
demand imbalances related to the pandemic and the reopening of the economy that have contributed to 
sizeable price increases in some sectors. Progress on vaccinations and an easing of supply constraints are 
expected to support continued gains in economic activity and employment as well as a reduction in 
inflation”, while noting that the FOMC “will monitor actual and expected inflation developments relative to its 
inflation goal”. 

• To also reflect that FOMC’s inflation threshold for hiking rates has been met. 

• Potential other updates, including re summer’s rise in Covid; inclusion of Omicron risks. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: 2 hikes in 2022 dots (with risks of more), only one or two on FOMC advocating for 
unchanged rates through 2023 (were 9 in September’s dots). 3 hikes in each of 2023 and 2024, to 2.1%, 
just below Fed’s neutral. 

• Unemp revised down to around 4.3% in 2022, and slightly down through 2024. Some risks of longer-run 
unemp revised higher (in response to wage growth).  

• Infl revised up substantially in 2021; more modestly in 2022 (core +10-20bp), not material in 2023/beyond. 

• Press conference: Much focus to be on tightening timeline, though Powell unlikely to provide strong 
signals about precise timing, he “should indicate that it is the assessment of officials that an earlier 
increase in interest rates is likely to be warranted”.  

• Will be important to see how Powell messages re employment threshold for hiking. 

• Powell to emphasize that data have outperformed since the November FOMC, esp inflation. 

• Other topics of interest include views on Omicron; market pricing. 

• Future action: Liftoff in June; quarterly hikes thereafter to a 2.1% terminal rate – one pause in Q3 2023 as 
reinvestments end. So: 3 hikes in 2022, 3 in 2023, 2 in 2024. 

 
Goldman Sachs: Faster Taper Pace And Early Liftoff 
 
Goldman expects that “new information about both inflation and the labor market” since the November meeting 
“supports a faster taper pace and an early liftoff”. 

• They see the FOMC as “very likely” to double the taper pace to $30B/month this week, with the final two 
tapers being announced in Jan to end purchases in March. 

• Statement: “Transitory” likely retired, instead explaining that the current period of elevated inflation unlikely 
“to leave a permanent mark” by raising long-term inflation expectations. 

• Potentially other meaningful changes including on language about inflation having run persistently below 
the long-run goal. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: Dots to show 2 hikes in 2022, 3 in 2023, 4 in 2024. But if Powell is comfortable showing 3 
hikes in 2022, “then we would expect others to join him in a decisive shift in the dots in that direction.” 

• The 3 2023 hikes include 7 (incl Powell and Brainard) eyeing 2, with six seeing 3 and five seeing 4. 

• Re 4 hike dot in 2024, “more participants to show 4 hikes in 2023 than in 2024, and fewer showing 4 hikes 
in 2024 next week than did in September” assuming one/two will project a 2024 rate above their neutral 
rate estimate. 

• Future action: Hikes in May, Jul, Nov 2022 (forward from Jun, Sep, Dec previously). 2 hikes per year 
starting in 2023 with inflation moderately above 2%. 

 
ING: The End Is Nigh For QE 
 
The Fed will announce a $30B monthly taper pace at the December meeting, ending net asset purchases in March 
and paving the way for "earlier and swifter interest rate hikes, Omicron permitting", ING writes. 

• Statement: To acknowledge uncertainty over Omicron. Also to "acknowledge the upside surprises for 
inflation and the tighter jobs market" but "keep the line 'longer‑term inflation expectations remain well-
anchored at 2 percent'". 

• SEP/Dot Plot: Growth and unemployment revised lower, inflation higher. 

• Dots to show 2 hikes in 2022, 3 in 2023, 2 in 2024. 

• Future action: 2 hikes in 2022, 3 in 2023. 
 
JPMorgan: Precise Dot Naming Will Be Complex 
 
JPM expects the Fed to double the tapering pace to $30B/month at the December meeting, which “keeps the math 
simple” and results in an end to asset purchases in March. 

• Statement: Most notable change will be “transitory” replaced with a more detailed description of inflation 
developments. Statement to reiterate option to adjust the taper pace. 
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• Description of growth “needs fewer edits”. Might not be the right time for major edits to the “inflation having 
run persistently below” language. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: 3 a little more likely than 2 dots in 2022. While focus is on the 2022 median, the message 
from the following years also important: JPM expects end-2024 to be close to the median estimate of the 
neutral rate, 2.5%. 

• JPM notes that “naming where we expect each dot to move gains added complexity at this meeting given 
that Boston and Dallas will be represented by their interim presidents, and given that outgoing Governors 
Clarida and Quarles might or might not submit dots.” 

• Projections to show lower unemployment, higher inflation. 

• Press conference: Powell could mention that rate hikes will precede balance sheet runoff. To reiterate 
that tapering and liftoff have different tests. 

• Future action: Liftoff in June 2022 (previously Sept), quarterly hikes thereafter. 
 
Lloyds: Focus On Support For More Than One Hike In 2022 
 
Lloyds writes the Fed is expected to signal an accelerated taper enabling asset purchases to end in March, and 
paving the way for interest rates to be increased potentially in Q2 next year. 

• The ‘dot plot’ “will likely show a majority favoring a rate rise next year” after an even split for 2022 and later 
back in September. 

• A key question though “will be how many more rate-setters will signal more than one hike in 2022” after 
three in September. 

 
Morgan Stanley: The Setup for 2022 Liftoff 
 
Morgan Stanley sees the FOMC delivering “a material hawkish pivot” at the December meeting, doubling the taper 
pace to $30B to bring asset purchases to a close in March. 

• MS thinks while a hawkish pivot could mean more short-term volatility, “a more nimble Fed with optionality 
to respond to evolving data may end up helping to lengthen business cycles over the longer-run.” 

• SEP/Dot Plot: A “sea change” – near-term forecasts revised higher, incl some adjustments to inflation and 
unemployment over the medium term. 

• 2021 core PCE revised up 0.7pp to 4.4%; unemp down 0.4pp to 4.1%. 

• 2022 core PCE up 0.2pp to 2.5%, unemp down 0.3pp to 3.5%. 

• 2023/24 infl could be marked down by 0.1pp to reflect some impact from a steeper rate hike path. 

• Dots to include 2 hikes in 2022, 3.5 in 2023, 3 in 2024. 

• Future action: Quarterly hikes, starting in September 2022, with a pause in Sept 2023 (to halt 
reinvestments), resuming in December 2023. 

 
NatWest: Pulling Taper (And Hike) Forward 
 
NatWest expects the FOMC to double the taper pace at the December meeting, with asset purchases ending mid-
March, setting up for rate hikes in 2022. The Statement and press conference will emphasize that the taper speed-
up “allows officials to be in a better position to make adjustments to the funds rate, particularly in light of inflation 
pressures.” 

• Statement: Major rework to inflation language, removing “transitory”; “will use several references from 
Chair Powell’s testimony specifically with reference to inflation”. 

• Likely to update with more timely reference to current conditions, drop reference about summer’s rise in 
Covid. Outlook / policy action sections to incorporate several points Powell made Nov 30 as well. 

• Possible dissent from Kashkari (to faster taper). 

• SEP/Dot Plot: Dots likely to imply 2 hikes in 2022 and 2023 (i.e. same number of hikes by end-2023, 4 in 
total, as indicated in September, to 1.00%), “but that’s a close call”. 2024 median dot 1.875% (up 12.5bp). 

• Some FOMC members to pencil in 3 2023 hikes. “We think FOMC members in general will be aware of 
heightened risks around their forecasts, and will not be inclined to push their total number of hikes by year 
end 2023 up this month given the perception of a hawkish pivot of pulling forward of the taper and adding 
another dot to the median in 2022.” 

• Core PCE raised to 4.3% in 2021, 2.4% in 2022, 2.2% in 2023. 

• Unemployment down to 4.3% in 2021, 3.5% in 2022, 3.2% in 2023, 3.2% in 2024. 

• Press conference: Powell to “emphasize flexibility and uncertainty and point to the dot plot as evidence 
that the fundamental view among the overall Committee hasn’t changed even though they expect another 
hike in 2022.” 
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• Likely to sound a little more open to 2022 hikes but to make clear earlier taper end does not necessarily 
mean a quick shift to rate hikes – criteria very different.  

• Future action: Liftoff in Q3 2022 (previously was Q4 2022), and 2 hikes (previously 1) in 2022. 2 hikes in 
2022, 4 hikes in 2023, 4 in 2024. Terminal Fed funds to end up closer to 3%, above 2.5% L-R Fed dot. 

 
Nomura: Dots To Show Eight Cumulative Hikes By End 2023 
 
Nomura expects a doubling in the pace of taper ($30B/month), the retiring of the word transitory even if language 
still indicates members expect inflation to moderate and the dot plot to show 2-3-3 hikes over 2022-2024. 

• Statement: The word transitory will be retired but we expect the third paragraph on the outlook to be 
unchanged (“progress on vaccinations and an easing of supply constraints” are expected to lead to a 
reduction in inflation), implying the Fed is maintaining its expectation of moderating inflation in 2022.  

• SEP/Dot Plot: 2 hikes in 2022 (up from half a hike previously), 3 in 2023 and 3 in 2024 for a total of 8 
cumulative hikes over 2022-24 (up from six and a half previously). 

• The 3 rate hikes in 2023 reflects participants taking a “pause” from quarterly rate hikes to initiate balance 
sheet normalization in September, similar to 2017. 

• While they don’t expect any material revisions to the inflation outlook for 2022 and subsequent years, any 
upward revision to push up PCE inflation forecast to above 2.3% (a modest overshoot above the 2% goal) 
might be accompanied by aggressive tightening embedded in the dot plot. 

• Press conference: Potential preparing remarks for earlier rate hikes, relative to our current expectation for 
liftoff in September, if monthly inflation does not moderate. 

 
Rabobank: Preparing A Spring Hike 
 
Rabobank sees a doubling of the taper pace at the December meeting, creating the option of a Mar 16th liftoff. 

• “even if there is some doubt about the momentum in employment growth, the slack in the labor market 
calls for an end to the asset purchase program.” 

• Future action: 2 hikes in 2022 (Jun and Dec). 
 
RBC: Median Two Hikes In 2022, Perhaps Edging Towards Three? 
 
The least surprising outcome will be an acceleration in taper, hinted by Powell at his recent Congressional 
testimony. It would be a pace that finishes taper in early March, two months faster than initially. 

• The dots will almost certainly change from the 2022 median of a single hike from Sep. It requires “quite a 
bit of movement within the distribution to see a second hike” but that seems likely with dovish member such 
as Daly talking about faster taper. 

• RBC see the real question as whether or not the 2022 median shifts to a third hike. “That might be a bit of a 
challenge, but we also think shifting dots will, at a minimum, veer in that direction”. 

• 2023 and 2024 medians can easily be tweaked to show an additional hike in each of those years. There 
are countless iterations “but the simplest way to see a shift higher […], is if one person now near the 
median shifts their estimate to show an additional hike”. 

 
Scotiabank: A Balancing Act 
 
Scotia sees the FOMC accelerating the end of purchases to March from mid-2022 at the December FOMC.  

• While Powell clearly signalled such a move, it’s less than 100% certain, given “he also emphasized the 
importance of the gap leading up to the coming meeting by noting that ‘In those two weeks we are going to 
get more data and learn more about the new variant.’ This caution is more likely to be manifest in the form 
of uncertainty around the discussion on lift-off for the fed funds target rate.”  

• Scotia expects the median hike to be brought into 2022 but “unlikely to risk overshooting market pricing for 
very mild hikes in 2022.” 

 
SEB: Omicron Uncertainty Not Stopping A Hawkish Shift 
 
SEB sees the FOMC doubling the pace of tapering at the December FOMC, ending in mid-March.  

• This will give the Fed flexibility to hike rates if inflation proves more persistent than expected, alternatively, 
if demand slows in Q1 2022 they can wait longer before hiking. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: Almost all on FOMC to pencil in at least 1 hike in 2022, with median going to 2. 2023 up 
somewhat from 1.00% in Sept; small/no chg to 2024 (from 1.8%). 
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• Likely to project rapid decline in inflation in H2 2022; only marginal changes to 2023 outlook. Unemp likely 
lowered, esp for 2022. 

• Future action: First rate hike in June 2022, next in December 2022. 
 
Societe Generale: Powell Pivots 
 
With the Fed doubling the taper pace as expected at the December meeting, the focus will be on the Dot Plot, 
writes SocGen. 

• "The Fed’s risk management approach to monetary policy suggests a high degree of dependence on 
incoming data, though the SEP and post-meeting press conference will give us a better framework to 
understand the committee’s reaction function." 

• Statement: To drop the reference to "transitory" inflation. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: Median likely to suggest 2 hikes in 2022. Unlikely the FOMC significantly raises 2024 dots 
and/or moves up long-run dot. 

• Future action: Liftoff in June 2022 (6 months earlier than previous expectation), with 3 hikes in 2022 (2 
“high probability”, 3rd likely but “conditional on evidence of growth and inflation”). Hiking cycle ends at 2-
2.25% by mid-2024. “Our belief is that the Fed does not need to implement a more restrictive policy to 
contain inflation.” 

 
Swedbank: Potentially Some Redefinition Of Full Employment 
 
Swedbank sees the Fed doubling the taper pace to $30B/month, implying net purchases will end in 1Q 2022, a 
quarter earlier than previously outlined.  

• Statement: As for language, “it is probably too early to revise the forward guidance on maximum 
employment, but some concretization or redefinition will be necessary ahead” given Powell has said we’ll 
“have to see what maximum employment actually means after covid”. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: The dot plot should show at least one full rate hike in 2022 and will also likely see a higher 
median for 2023.  

• Inflation forecasts should be revised up for 2022 but with the same downward sloping trend over time. 

• GDP will be revised down, on the margin, for 2021 and 2022, whilst the unemployment rate will be revised 
down for 2021 but left unchanged for 2022. 

• Future action: Swedbank have brought forward their rate lift off call to Jun-2022 with a second hike in end-
2022. They then see three further hikes in 2023, during which “it is also likely that maturing bonds gradually 
will start to roll off the balance sheet”.  

 
TD: A Booster For The Taper 
 

• Statement: "Transitory" to be retired, but officials to make clear they expect inflation to slow significantly 
once Covid pressures materialize.  

• Likely to highlight strong upward momentum since the last meeting. 

• Could tweak forward guidance on liftoff "to raise the possibility of rate hikes even before 'maximum 
employment' is reached, with flexibility potentially needed to prevent long-term inflation expectations from 
rising excessively". Could note that inflation criteria for liftoff has already been reached. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: 2 hikes in 2022 dots; 3 in 2023; 3 in 2024. 

• Econ projections to show significant slowing in inflation, but with 2021 raised and perceived uncertainty 
remaining high. 2022 to 2.5%; little change to 2023-24. Unemp forecasts lowered in 2021 and 2022. 

• Press conference: Powell to emphasize no direct link between end of QE and start of rate hikes; may be 
coupled w hawkishness re possibility that Fed may have to raise rates before "maximum employment" 
reached.  

• Don't expect clear signal on how many rate hikes before balance sheet begins shrinking. 

• Future action: Liftoff in March 2023; 3 hikes in 2023 and 3 more in 2024:  

• TD is "skeptical that the funds rate will be raised soon after tapering ends, as we expect fiscal policy to turn 
contractionary and we expect enough slowing in inflation as well as growth in 2022 to allow officials to be 
patient in their quest for maximum employment" though they "recognize the risk of much earlier tightening 
than we are projecting if the data remain very strong".  

• QT announced in December 2023, starting Jan 2024. 
 
Unicredit: Liftoff In Q3 2022 
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The Fed will “probably” accelerate the pace of tapering at the December meeting, opening the possibility of earlier 
rate hikes, writes Unicredit – “although the picture on the inflation and labor market outlook is unlikely to be clear 
until mid-2022 at the earliest, once the new virus wave has passed and bottlenecks begin to meaningfully ease.” 

• Future action: Liftoff in Q3 2022; hike again in Q4 2022; 3 hikes in 2023 (to 1.25-1.50%). 
 
Wells Fargo: Omicron Deals A Wildcard 
 
The FOMC will accelerate the pace of tapering at the December meeting – to $22.5B from $15.0B monthly starting 
in January. 

• SEP/Dot Plot: “Would not surprise us” to see in the Dot Plot: 2 2022 hikes, 3 in each of 2023 and 2024, 
bringing end-2024 Funds target to 2.00-2.25%. “That is above current market pricing and could feel to 
some at the party that the punchbowl is being removed.” 

• Median core PCE projection for Q4 2022 plausibly in 2.4-2.7% range. 

• Future action: Taper to conclude in mid-April. But acceleration in December “not a sure bet”, esp if 
Omicron appears to be a bigger threat then currently envisaged (note: preview published Dec 7). 

 
Wrightson ICAP: Focus On Reinvestment And Runoff Debates Going Forward 
 
Wrightson ICAP sees the December meeting as going in straightforward fashion vs expectations (including a 
doubling of the taper pace), and is focused more on balance sheet technicalities. 

• For one thing, reserves absorbed by a rising Treasury cash balance in coming weeks “will more than offset 
the remaining growth in Fed assets”, with “the center of gravity for liquid Fed balances from February 
onward [] likely to move back to the same range seen in the early part of this quarter.” 

• That’s likely to show up in RRP volume (<$1.4T daily in Feb and March), with the trend in bank reserve 
holdings remaining modestly positive. 

• Fed will have to decide on what to do with maturing MBS proceeds: “If the taper runs its expected course in 
the months ahead and no changes were made to the Fed’s reinvestment policy, the Desk would find itself 
buying perhaps $60 billion of MBS in the open market each month but no Treasuries at all.” 

• “the FOMC could alternatively direct the Desk to reinvest some – or even all – of its MBS principal cash 
flow in Treasury coupons.”   

• SEP/Dot Plot: To indicate that most on the FOMC expect inflation to move down substantially over the 
forecast horizon – undercover members of “Team Transitory”. 

• 2022 dot median = 2 hikes, but “a close call”; could imply split decision between 1 and 2. But a small 
adjustment “would not necessarily suggest that the committee would be unwilling to respond if the inflation 
outlook remains threatening after the turn of the year.” 

• Future action: Balance sheet runoff a 2023 debate “at the very earliest”.  
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MNI Policy Team Insights 
Fed Dots To Signal Two Rate Hikes in 2022, Openness To 3rd 
(Pub Dec 8, 2021) 
 

By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa, Jean Yung and Evan Ryser 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - The Federal Reserve’s dot plot next week is likely to show policymakers forecasting at 
least two interest rate increases for 2022 with some even seeing three if inflation pressures fail to abate, former 
Fed economists and policymakers told MNI. 

“The December 2021 dot-plot will pencil in two rate hikes in 2022, with the potential for a third if the FOMC 
anticipates that meaningful inflationary pressures are likely to persist across the year stubbornly,” Rick Roberts, a 
former New York Fed staffer now at Monmouth University, told MNI. 

That will mark a rapid shift from the Fed’s most recent rate estimates in September, which saw policymakers 
divided between whether to start hiking interest rates in 2022 or 2023. 

"They've already begun tapering and even indicated speeding up the tapering. So, they've moved their expected 
path for policy a lot [but] they probably have a bit more adjusting to do given the inflation risks that we're seeing," 
said William English, former director of the division of monetary affairs at the Fed Board and secretary to the 
FOMC. As MNI has reported, the Fed is set to speed up its taper to potentially double the current pace so that 
March can be a “live” meeting for rate hikes. (See MNI: March Fed Meeting Seen Live For Liftoff, Ex-Officials Say) 

U.S. inflation has far surpassed Fed and market expectations, with the consumer price index expected to have 
surged 6.8% in the year to November in a report due Friday, the highest reading in over three decades. This has 
forced a fairly rapid about-face by even once-dovish Fed policymakers. 

HARD TO MANAGE 

One reason for a hawkish tilt to the dot plot is that only two rate hikes would imply a break from past Fed practice of 
quarter-point tightening steps at every meeting, and that would be tough to explain to markets and the public. 

“A median of two hikes next year is a reasonable prediction,” said Dennis Lockhart, former Atlanta Fed president, in 
an interview. “That said, it's challenging to carry off a cycle of rate increases that don't involve policy action at every 
meeting post-lift-off. An action followed by a pause followed by another action and so on requires careful 
communication. It's a more difficult process to manage.” 

Claudia Sahm, a former Fed board economist, also expects a “notable shift toward two hikes, with balance sheet 
tightening done by March.” The desire by some Fed officials to simply jawbone inflation expectations lower might 
not be enough, she added. 

“Forward guidance communication is clearly the strongest tool the Fed has and it’s not that strong right now,” Sahm 
said, pointing to a decline in market rates after Fedspeak turned more hawkish recently. 

“If rates do not go up, the Fed is not slowing demand. They have to get the real economy to change its behavior, 
and that takes time. It will take even longer if interest rates that consumers and businesses pay don’t increase.” 

THE POLITICS OF INFLATION 

She expects Fed staffers to hold onto the notion that inflation is still largely temporary even though Chair Jay 
Powell has officially retired the term transitory and the FOMC is set to replace it at the upcoming meeting. 

“My guess is staff is still holding onto inflation being transitory with the middle of next year as back under 2.5%,” 
she said. Crucially, however, “the FOMC will not agree.” 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50627282
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50627283
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The surge in inflation to worrisome levels has suddenly made it a top political priority, likely making Powell’s press 
conference after next week’s meeting a difficult one for the newly-reappointed chair. 

“I think Powell really is trying to signal that he is just as effective as Mr. Volcker,” in fighting inflation, said Joseph 
Haslag, a former Dallas Fed economist now at the University of Missouri. “I believe next week will be more anti-
inflation rhetoric.” 

Fed To Replace Transitory With Conditional Price Outlook  
(Pub Dec 7, 2021) 

By Evan Ryser and Jean Yung 

The Federal Reserve next week will likely remove the word "transitory" from its post-meeting statement in 
describing the current bout of historically high inflation in favor of more conditional language, but will largely retain 
the underlying message that prices are expected to fall over time, former Fed staffers told MNI. 

The evolution in the Fed's communications will also be accompanied by updated economic forecasts showing 
higher prices that will only gradually fall back to target in 2023 rather than in 2022, the ex-officials said. 

"They could simply substitute 'expected to eventually recede' for 'transitory,'" former Fed Board research director 
David Wilcox suggested. "The 'eventually' stretches out the time period and leaves some ambiguity with regard to 
whether those inflation factors will disappear altogether." 

"Some ambiguity on that front would be constructive because it’s becoming less obvious that those inflationary 
pressures are going to disappear altogether," he added. 

SYNONYM 

The FOMC's reliance on "transitory" to describe rising prices over the course of 2021 has increasingly provided fuel 
for critics of the Fed. 

Chair Jay Powell announced to lawmakers last week that it is time to retire the term, but that doesn't mean the Fed 
will declare inflation persistent, ex-staffers said. Rather, officials will aim to retain the meaning of transitory while 
conceding that this spell of elevated inflation is more protracted than they previously imagined. 

The new language "will reflect that something is temporary and lasting longer but not permanent" while conveying 
the central bank's nimble stance, prepared to adjust for risks both to the upside and to the downside, said Gerald 
Cohen, a former New York Fed economist. 

"They still believe that inflationary forces in the last few months are not going to leave a permanent imprint on 
inflation," said Daniel Sichel, who spent more than 20 years at the Fed Board of Governors. "They'd find another 
way of conveying the notion that the high inflation is not likely to persist for a super long time, but they're not going 
to want to use a word like transitory that suggests that it's on the verge of dissipating." 

LINGER INTO NEXT YEAR 

Powell told lawmakers last week that factors pushing inflation higher are likely to "linger well into next year," a 
possible hint of the new statement language, and added that labor market "slack is diminishing." Fed economists 
have told MNI they see robust U.S. growth next year as the base case despite the Omicron variant and that the 
Fed must be ready to respond to the threat of more persistent inflation. (See: MNI INTERVIEW: Fed Bracing For 
Risk of Persistent Inflation) 

"I wouldn't be surprised if their feelings were inflation is going to go down next year or the year after and it's still 
transitory but we're getting beat up about this so let's just change it," said Steven Kamin, a former director of the 
division of international finance at the Fed Board. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50625595
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50625596
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50625596
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The statement "will indicate that inflation is likely to go down in the next few years." he said. "This is a semantic 
discussion." 

 

March Fed Meeting Seen Live For Liftoff, Ex-Officials Say  
(Pub Dec 3, 2021) 
 

By Jean Yung, Pedro Nicolaci da Costa and Evan Ryser 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - Faster tapering of asset purchases next month is all but a done deal, leaving the Federal 
Reserve with an option to lift interest rates from near zero as soon as March to calm frothy inflation, former officials 
said in interviews. 

Consumer prices and the job market have strengthened further in the weeks since the Fed announced a plan to 
begin shrinking its USD120 billion a month of QE. That has prompted a rash of hints from top officials the FOMC 
will quicken its monthly taper pace from the current USD15 billion later this month. The change would likely take 
effect starting mid-January, the former officials said. 

"If they double the pace starting mid-January, they will be finished mid-March. That means that they could, in 
principle, tighten as early as the March FOMC meeting. Not that they would necessarily lift-off then, just that they 
would have created the option of doing so. This seems like the most likely way they will go given Chairman 
Powell’s comments," former New York Fed President Bill Dudley told MNI. 

To continue adding stimulus as inflation surges is a "startling stance for monetary policy," said former Richmond 
Fed President Jeff Lacker. Quickening the taper signals a shift of focus to when to initiate rate increases, he said. 

Some FOMC participants had argued against more rapid tapering as a means of holding off the first rate increase, 
but inflation surprised everyone last month by topping market expectations and a setting a three-decade record. 

LIVE BUT UNCOMFORTABLE 

The main rationale for the glacial approach to the initiation of tapering was the risk of a tantrum, but "that risk was 
always overblown, in my view," Lacker added. "The fact that the initiation of the tapering went without a hiccup 
means that there is little risk of adverse market blowback from speeding up the pace." 

Winding up asset purchases by March would give the Fed an opportunity to hike rates at that time, or leave officials 
plenty of room to telegraph liftoff by the May or June meetings, said Ellen Meade, former special adviser to Fed 
Vice Chair Richard Clarida. That could be the first of two or more rate hikes next year. 

"March is live but it's uncomfortable," said Meade, who departed the Fed Board in August. "They would be 
positioned to do it but it seems like they do want to see data for the first couple months of the year." 

A second option for the Fed, aside from doubling its taper pace, is to speed up less aggressively and end 
purchases in April, Roberto Perli, a former Fed official now at Cornerstone Macro, told MNI. 

"The latter would probably be less risky from a Treasury market perspective, while the former would send a 
stronger signal that we are out of the woods, so to speak." 

 

MNI INTERVIEW: Omicron Impact Likely Small-Dallas Fed Economist  
(Pub. Dec 1, 2021) 
 
By Evan Ryser 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50585885
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MNI (WASHINGTON) - The emergence of the micron variant of Covid-19 could represent a significant downside 
risk, but if the new variant is similar to others then the base case remains for robust U.S. growth upward of 4% next 
year, the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank's research director told MNI. 

"The impact on the economy has become smaller and smaller with each subsequent wave" of Covid, said Marc 
Giannoni in an interview late Tuesday. "The overall impact on overall aggregate demand is going to be somewhat 
more subdued than has been the case in the past." 

Giannoni sees above-trend growth next year and expects to see unemployment drop under 4% next year, with 
diminishing slack, though he stressed his outlook rests on the assumption that the new variant may be more 
transmissible but is not more deadly nor able to evade vaccine protection. Forecasters face a "black hole" of 
uncertainty before details and data are released on Omicron, he said. 

"We might get data a few days from now that says it turns out to be a lot more lethal, in which case all bets are off," 
Giannoni said. 

DELAYED ADJUSTMENTS 

"The more likely scenario is that it delays all of these adjustments that should be taking place," he said, pointing to 
kinks in supply chains, disruptions to international trade, workers remaining on the sidelines and feeding wage 
pressures, and delays in the rotation of consumer spending from goods to services. 

"While we see inflation coming down from the high levels of this year, we see inflation being somewhere between 
2.5% and 3% next year," he said, declining to offer details about the interest rate assumptions baked into his 
outlook but pointing to the Fed's September Dot Plot showing the FOMC saw rates lifting off from zero in 2022. 

Giannoni said he is not more worried about inflation than he was a couple of months ago, although the Dallas Fed 
has nudged up its 2022 PCE and trimmed mean inflation views by tenths of a percentage point. (See MNI 
INTERVIEW: US Trimmed Mean Inflation Headed To 2.5% In '22) 

"In the sense that the numbers came out very elevated, they were not too different from what we were expecting," 
he said. "We are seeing now the broadening that we were expecting. Maybe it's coming a little faster than we were 
expecting and it's a little higher than we were expecting, but the picture overall has not dramatically changed so 
far." 

And while Giannoni sees a fiscal drag next year that should reduce aggregate demand and ease some pressure on 
inflation, the over two trillion dollars in accumulated aggregate household savings should help maintain a healthy 
level of consumption going forward, also supporting employment growth. 

CLOSER TO NATURAL RATE 

"Here at the Dallas Fed we see the labor market as quite tight - in fact, depending on what measure you look at, as 
tight as it was pre-pandemic, if not more, in some cases," he said, comparing labor markets to 2019 and early 
2020. 

But whether the U.S. has reached full employment depends on which indicator you're looking at, he said. 

"The employment-population ratio is still quite low, the participation rate is low," he said. But if the unemployment 
rate continues to drift down closer to 4.5% by year-end and under 4% next year, "you would be close to estimates 
of what would be the natural rate of unemployment." 

 
 
 
 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50556600
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50556601
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50556601
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Shallow Fed Hiking Path Seen Likely, Could Turn Higher  
(Pub Nov 24, 2021) 
 

By Evan Ryser 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - The Federal Reserve is likely to begin its rate hiking cycle next year with the assumption 
that only a couple of increases are needed to break inflation momentum, but there are risks it may need to tighten 
further in order to cement price credibility with markets and consumers, former Fed economists told MNI. 

"The Fed faces very asymmetrical risks at this point and in that sense there's not a huge trade-off, because slowing 
the economy slightly is not going to be harmful for employment, but could help on the inflation side," said Stephen 
Cecchetti, former research director at the New York Fed and ex-head of the monetary and economic department at 
the Bank for International Settlements, suggesting 25 or 50 bps of hikes could be enough to slow down prices. 

Given changes to the Fed's framework and questions about deeper structural changes to the economy, some have 
said rates may need to reach over 4%. But former Fed economists told MNI the Fed could be expected to take a 
cautious step-by-step stance. 

CREDIBILITY 

"The difference between those that think one or two rate hikes and several hundred basis points worth of hikes to 
break inflation momentum is really about the role of expectations," said Carl Walsh, a former San Francisco Fed 
economist. "You only need a small rise in interest rates for the Fed to really signal that they're taking inflation 
seriously." 

Others though said there may be less slack in the economy than thought and a few hikes may not be enough. 
Some economists think full employment could be achieved in the second half of next year. (See MNI: Fed May 
Reach Job Goal Sooner As Participation Lags) 

"If 25 bps isn't going to do too much to demand pressures in the economy, extending that argument, then it 
wouldn't do too much to suppress inflationary pressures," said Kenneth Kuttner, a former assistant vice president at 
the New York Fed. "It's not like you get something for nothing." 

"Unless you think that 25 bps signals that it will reinforce the Fed's credibility and keeps expected inflation in check, 
little tweaks around 25 or 50 bps isn't going to make a huge amount of difference," he said. 

Ethan Harris, who spent nine years at the New York Fed, sees rates starting next year on a hike-per-quarter path to 
2.25%, which is above current market pricing. 

"The way the Fed presents this and goes about tightening will be perhaps more important than when they hike," 
said Harris, "It does matter a lot about what's priced in and the way the Fed presents what it is trying to do. Are we 
just normalizing? Are we trying to hurt the economy? Those messages are much more powerful than just saying 
taper could end earlier and we could hike." 

Credibility will also be key to the Fed in reducing inflation. As Governor Christopher Waller said at an event last 
week, the steep hikes of the Volcker era came because markets had lost belief in the Fed's determination to 
constrain inflation. 

FINANCIAL FRAGILITY 

The FOMC is expected to consider at its December meeting whether it should speed up its USD15 billion per 
month reduction of its bond purchases, a process currently on track to end in June. Waller is eyeing an end to the 
taper in April, giving space for a hike as early as the second quarter. Markets are pricing in about a one-third 
chance of four rate hikes by the end of 2022, according to the CME's FedWatch tool. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50466056
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50466057
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50466057
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50466058
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50466059
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Michael Dooley, a former long-time Fed Board economist and ex-IMF researcher, said the Fed will be guided by 
concerns over financial fragility. "They're going to go slow," he said. "But if you do that, you risk inflation getting out 
of control." 

 
 
Fed May Reach Job Goal Sooner As Participation Lags 
(Pub. Nov 23, 2021) 
 
By Evan Ryser and Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

MNI (WASHINGTON) - Strong labor demand and a slow uptick in worker participation will put the Federal Reserve 
near full employment in the second half of next year, said economists from the last two presidential administrations 
and a former Fed visiting scholar, adding to pressure for tighter monetary policy. 

"If you think we're maxed out on supply and there's no real way to increase that, then we have too much demand 
and we might have a threat of inflation," said Aaron Sojourner, a former member of the White House Council of 
Economic Advisers and a former visiting scholar at the Minneapolis Fed. Millions of sidelined workers and growth of 
the potential labor force even through the pandemic "suggests there's still plenty of room to improve supply," he 
said. 

Labour supply is being held back by more people deciding to retire, staying at home to take care of family, or 
fearing a return to work and contracting Covid. That means the job market can be tight and arguably meet the 
Fed's goal of an inclusive recovery even with millions shy of the pre-pandemic trend. Fed officials say inflation 
criteria for interest-rate liftoff have already been met, so approaching full employment sooner than they predicted 
just a few months ago could justify tighter monetary policy. 

It could take three to four years before reaching participation rates last seen in 2019 and 2020, sources told MNI. 
That will keep labor markets tight in the first half of 2022, a period Chair Jerome Powell pinpointed for assessing 
appropriate policy actions. Investors are betting on several 2022 rate hikes. 

Participation rates may not return to where they were before the pandemic according to Vance Ginn, a former 
Office of Management and Budget chief economist in the Trump administration. "We've got baby boomers retiring 
every day, contributing to a lower rate than we would otherwise have, which was already low," he said, noting 
the Atlanta Fed's labor force participation dynamics tool. 

REALISTIC GOALS 

The next few payroll reports will show gains of around 400,000, Ginn said, which could put employment near pre-
Covid levels in the middle of next year. Small increases in the labor force participation rate suggest further job 
market pressures, he said. 

The pandemic has left the economy down 8 million workers from where it would have been pre-pandemic, driving 
down the rate of unemployed persons per job opening to a historically low 0.7 says Giorgio Primiceri, a 
Northwestern University professor and Chicago Fed consultant. "The labor market is now very tight," he said, 
adding that while returning to pre-pandemic strength is a reasonable goal, "the question is when is it realistic to 
achieve that goal." 

New York Fed President John Williams recently cited research presented at the annual Jackson Hole meeting 
showing participation recovers slower than unemployment. "There are these two cycles in the labor market, there's 
the unemployment cycle and there's the participation cycle, and we just have to keep our eyes on employment and 
not just the one," he said when asked about broad and inclusive labor goals. (See: MNI: US Labor Shortage To 
Persist Despite Back-To-School Boost) 

Labor participation has been in a tight range since June 2020 and was 61.6% in October, still 1.6pp short of pre-
pandemic levels. Unemployment recovered to 4.6% from a high of 14.8% in April 2020. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50464180
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50464181
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50464181
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"Given the early retirements, given changes in preferences, given a lot of the increase in implicit tax rates on work 
that we see with things like the Child Tax Credit, it's really tough for me to see us closing that participation gap 
anytime soon," said Tyler Goodspeed, a former acting chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers in the Trump 
administration. 

 

 
Fed Economists Play Down Wage-Price Spiral Worries  
(Pub. Nov 19, 2021) 

By Jean Yung and Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

Rapid U.S. wage growth is unlikely to trigger higher inflation despite worsening employee shortages and signs the 
labor market is tighter than low participation rates would suggest, current and former Fed economists told MNI. 

Recent compensation gains are faster than in pre-pandemic years, but well-anchored inflation expectations, a 
weaker Phillips-curve relationship between labor market slack and inflation and relatively steady business profit 
margins give little reason to worry about a 1970s-style inflationary spiral, the economists said. 

"There seems to be a sense that there's less pass-through from wages to prices now. The wage growth we're 
seeing now is pretty similar to pre-pandemic levels -- a little higher for low-skilled workers but not a crazy amount 
higher -- and we weren't seeing huge amounts of inflation prior to the pandemic," said former Fed Board economist 
Stephanie Aaronson, now at the Brookings Institution. 

NEW HIRES 

Pay gains have concentrated in low-wage jobs, entry level positions and new hires, said Atlanta Fed economist 
John Robertson. The bank's Wage Growth Tracker, which tracks pay for continuously-employed people, popped 
above 4% in September and October for the first time since 2008, driven in large part by job-switching. 

"What you're not seeing is the same upward acceleration for people who stay with their current job," Robertson 
said. "That suggests wage pressure is on the marginal worker you hire as opposed to spread across the 
workforce." 

Wage growth is being driven by record job openings and a shrunken workforce, with few signs that labor supply 
struggles are easing, but businesses can adapt to a smaller pool of workers by investing in technology or cutting 
back on services, Robertson said. 

Higher wages have been big incentives for the youngest workers, with those aged 16 to 19 in particular benefiting 
since the summer, said Aaron Sojourner, a former member of the White House Council of Economic Advisors and 
now professor at the University of Minnesota's Carson School of Management. The number of younger people in 
the workforce has also grown, surpassing pre-pandemic levels over a year ago, but the influx of older workers, who 
don't see much wage growth, has been depressed. 

STEADY MARGINS 

An analysis of producer price inflation relative to average hourly earnings at a detailed industry level by Cleveland 
Fed economist Willem Van Zandweghe found little evidence firms are increasing prices at a rate higher than the 
increase in labor costs. This suggests no imminent spur to inflation from businesses seeking to preserve margins. 

"A narrowing of price-to-wage margins across industries might suggest more price pressures in the pipeline," he 
said, "but this year, when wage growth accelerated, the median price-wage margin has been constant." 

In the leisure and hospitality sector, where prices aren't necessarily growing as much as wages, demand for 
workers remains high, noted Nicolas Petrosky-Nadeau of the San Francisco Fed. "Wage growth is still not high 
enough to eat into their incentive to hire workers," he said. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50408277
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50408278
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EXPECTATIONS KEY 

A wage-price spiral could form if higher inflation expectations feed into wage demands, the economists warned. 
That risk is remote for now, they said, though others have pointed to survey evidence that Americans are losing 
faith in the Fed's determination to cap price gains. 

Price expectations have risen since the pandemic, with inflation seen at 4.9% in 12 months according to UMich 
survey data. The Fed is debating when to raise interest rates to prevent them from drifting above 2%. 

"A reason for staying alert is this coincides with a period during which, coming out of the pandemic, people are 
pushing back more on the conditions of work, especially wages and to some extent benefits, and especially in the 
low-wage part of the economy," said Jeff Fuhrer, former executive vice president and senior policy adviser at the 
Boston Fed. 

"In theory those should be one-time, much needed adjustments," he said. "But there's some risk that the episode 
will last long enough, the wages will be staggered across time in a way that makes them look different from a one-
time change, a series of one-time changes, and it might be that that will start to feed more into expectations." 

 
MNI INTERVIEW: US Job Mkt Has Hard Road Back To Broad Strength 
(Pub Nov 18, 2021) 
 

By Greg Quinn  

America's job market faces big challenges restoring broad-based gains such as matching laid-off workers back into 
positions lost in the pandemic and restoring participation rates held back by older workers and women, the head of 
a Minneapolis Federal Reserve institute told MNI. 

"What we didn't know before some of this newer work is that the participation rate does seem to be responding to 
these cyclical ups and downs, but just potentially with a very great lag," said Abigail Wozniak, Director of the 
Opportunity and Inclusive Growth Institute. "It really points to the importance of trying to retain workers' connections 
to the labor market to grow out of downturns like this one." 

"This matching process, and I think that is something that hasn't made it into the conversation as much about kind 
of a significant barrier to workers returning," she said. "There could be some role for asking employers to take a 
broader look at their applicant pools, potentially some kinds of encouragements for workers to try searching, or 
workplaces to try offering some more flexibility." 

The U.S. labor force participation rate was unchanged at 61.6% in October, 1.7pp less than before the pandemic, 
even with a 531,000 jump in payrolls. That lags its northern neighbor Canada where the rate of 65.3% has returned 
to about where it was before Covid. Fed Chair Jerome Powell has noted millions of sidelined workers and said talk 
of raising near-zero interest rates is premature amid hot inflation because maximum employment remains far away. 

EAGER RETIREES, HESITANT MOTHERS 

Wozniak is watching gaps in employment rates across different groups, and the labor force participation rate after 
adjusting for an aging population. "It's unlikely that we'll get fully back to the pre pandemic level for that, but some 
recovery there would be necessary," she said. 

The pandemic has curbed labor supply from older workers more willing to stick with retirement, Wozniak said. More 
surprisingly there has been reluctance from women who could work from home, instead of a more intuitive pullback 
from those with close-contact services job amid Covid. The idea of a 'she-cession' amid the pandemic "was a little 
bit overstated," she said. "Those families of kids and women with kids are just not a big enough share of our 
workforce to explain everything that we're seeing." 

These trends suggest hard-to-spot barriers to work that policy makers need to tackle beyond traditional responses 
such as re-opening schools and daycares, she suggested. The end of enhanced jobless relief checks that some 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50408279
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politicians blame for keeping workers on the sidelines hasn't shown up strongly in participation figures either, she 
said, adding it's hard to isolate the impact of one financial support among many deployed to control the pandemic. 

The good news is employers are keen to hire across all industries and skill levels, she said, allaying earlier fears 
that digitalization set in motion before the pandemic would drive employers towards machines over hiring. 

SETBACKS ON INCLUSION 

"There's really a lot of opportunity in almost any industry, and for workers who may not have an extremely high 
level of skills. So that to me is not an economy that needs a significant amount of retooling at this point," she said. 
"The longer folks stay out, the more pressure firms will ultimately face to reorganize that work away from them, so 
that's why this kind of re-matching process is so important." 

Still, the rebound is already dealing setbacks to groups such as Black workers, who now face higher unemployment 
than workers lacking a high school degree, she said. "Some racial minorities are actually doing quite well, and 
employment rates are recovered. Others are not," she said. 

"We've all spent a year and a half with making a lot of effort to try to ensure that that didn't happen. And then the 
data are telling a different story. So I think honestly, that's just really concerning." 

The Fed adjusted its long-term policy goals to closing undershoots of maximum employment and ensuring a more 
inclusive recovery. Before the pandemic, unemployment at half century lows of 3.5% amid a prolonged expansion 
drew hopes from policymakers about pulling in marginalized workers, and today there is some optimism that firms 
eager to hire may also close gaps by race and gender. 

HOT MARKET ISN'T ENOUGH 

The last expansion had its weak points on easing inequality, she said, and gaps that have built up over a long 
period will take a long time to repair, she said. "Even with the kind of hot labor market we were experiencing in 
2019, it would potentially take decades to return income inequality to its level in the 1980s," she said. 

Smoothing out a job market with lopsided gains for the highly skilled demands changes beyond any economic 
cycle, all the way down to primary education, said Wozniak, who also served on the White House Council of 
Economic Advisers in 2014-15. 

"There's a misperception that if we could just run the economy like that, then somehow in not too long we get to a 
kind of situation that we all hoped we would reach. And I think that's actually not true. And it's important for folks to 
start having kind of more candid conversations about that." 

 
Fed's December Dots To Signal 2022 Hike, Ex-Staffers Say  
(Pub Nov 10, 2021) 

By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - The Federal Reserve's December "dot plot" interest rate forecasts will likely show most 
officials seeing at least one hike next year and perhaps several others preferring two or three increases, ex-Fed 
staff economists told MNI. 

"The dots need to move higher; possibly a lot higher," said Dean Croushore, an ex-Philadelphia Fed economist 
now at University of Richmond. "The Fed is way behind the curve at this point." 

"By December, hopefully everyone at the Fed will have come to understand that their policy needs to reverse 
course quickly," he said. The September dots showed half of the 18 FOMC members preferred no rate increase 
next year. Six members saw one hike and three others called for two increases. 
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Since then inflation accelerated to the fastest since 1990 at 6.2% in October, above anything the Fed had foreseen 
earlier this year as officials argued the pressures would be short-lived. "Inflation will give the Fed plenty of cover to 
hike in 2022, as they will appear permanent and over 3%," said Croushore. "More importantly, inflation 
expectations have clearly become unanchored." 

A COUPLE OF HOLDOUTS? 

Price expectations as measured in consumer surveys from the University of Michigan to the New York Fed have 
climbed to repeated new highs, while market inflation expectations over five years as measured by inflation-linked 
bonds had also been on the rise until a recent pullback. 

"There are lots of factors going on right now that suggest inflation is definitely going to be persistently higher than 
the Fed wants for a period of time," said Dan Thornton, a former long-time vice president and economic advisor at 
St. Louis Fed. "We've always been behind the curve, we've never been ahead of it." 

Fed Chair Jerome Powell pushed back against the notion of being slow to react to high inflation in his press 
conference last week. "I don't think that we're behind the curve," Powell said. "Policy is well-positioned to address 
the range of plausible outcomes, and that's what we need to do. I do think it would be premature to raise rates 
today," he said, citing failure to restore full employment. 

Danielle DiMartino Booth, a former advisor the Dallas Fed, says most December dots will point to at least one 2022 
rate hike, with maybe one or two holdouts. "The freight situation is not going to improve any time soon, so there will 
be sources of inflation that are stubborn," she told MNI. "We haven't seen the worst of housing pushing into the CPI 
data yet." 

JOBS GAME-CHANGER 

Cementing the case for an interest rate hike in 2022, the October jobs report not only showed a better-than-
expected gain of 531,000 new jobs but also contained upward revisions to prior months that offered a much 
brighter underlying picture of the job market, despite Delta. 

Chair Powell is "coming around," said Diane Swonk, who advises the Fed's board of governors and the Chicago 
Fed. The Chair's view the U.S. could restore full employment by 2022 shows he's open to one or more rate hikes 
next year, she said. 

Financial markets are placing even stronger bets than ex-officials MNI spoke to, with the CME FedWatch Tool 
showing 15% odds of four rate hikes by December 2022. 

Croushore says the inflation data already pushed Powell to tone down his view that inflation was transitory at the 
last decision and "he is going to have to be more aggressive than he currently plans, as inflation is now higher 
worldwide." 

Fed Framework Creates Room to Wait On 2022 Hikes  
(Pub Nov 5, 2021) 

By Jean Yung and Evan Ryser 

WASHINGTON (MNI) - The Federal Reserve is beginning to tone down its emphasis on its newly-inclusive jobs 
goal as a surge in prices proves less transitory than expected, but an ambiguous year-old inflation-targeting 
strategy allows the FOMC an unprecedented degree of flexibility as to when to raise interest rates, former Fed 
officials told MNI. 

The monetary policy framework inaugurated in August 2020 was designed with the idea of fighting demand shocks 
and low inflation with rates constrained by the zero bound for years to come. Instead, a pandemic-driven supply 
shock has pushed inflation uncomfortably high and created a conflict between price stability and full employment 
objectives. 
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"The Fed has never been very specific about how it weighs those two objectives and that creates a lot of 
uncertainty about the direction of policy," former Dallas Fed principal monetary policy adviser Evan Koenig said. 

VAGUE GOALS 

The FOMC's most recent dot plot shows half of its 18 members expect to lift rates from zero in 2022. But 
complicating the debate over when to hike is the lack of agreement among officials over what period of time the 
Fed seeks to have inflation average 2%, and whether it's even possible to attain full employment across social 
groups with a single monetary policy. 

This unstated time horizon "gives the Fed a fair amount of flexibility," said former Fed Board economist Jaime 
Marquez. Other ex-officials said the Fed could tolerate 3% inflation for some while if officials were confident that it 
would settle toward target, because of their commitment to getting employment back to pre-Covid conditions. 

"Under the old framework, they would have had to raise rates now. But that would have had an effect on the 
economy that in my mind would go against full employment," Marquez said, "By having this new approach, the Fed 
is trying to interact with the market in a way that's not rigid, that's not mechanistic." 

And even if there's a limit to the labor market benefits low rates can bring about, "it doesn't mean they don't try," he 
said. 

CHANGE IN EMPHASIS 

Thus far officials have emphasized the employment side of the mandate, resting on the argument that elevated 
inflation will pass, but that has started to reverse as it's become increasingly clear that prices will keep rising well 
into next year. 

"If by mid-year next year inflation isn't behaving as expected and the transitory view hasn't borne out, and, at the 
same time, we've seen at least modest continuing improvement in the employment picture, then the liftoff decision 
could come sooner than would otherwise have happened," former Atlanta Fed President Dennis Lockhart told MNI. 

"The committee might communicate the change of emphasis by saying: While still fully committed to achieving the 
best possible employment conditions, the committee recognizes, looking ahead to 2023, that inflation risks continue 
to be elevated and feels a response is required to address continuing inflationary pressures," Lockhart said. 

The Fed's statement of longer run goals says that when its two goals are in tension, it will take into account the 
employment shortfalls and inflation deviations and the potentially different time horizons over which employment 
and inflation are projected to return to levels judged consistent with the mandate. 

In other words, the Fed is increasingly compelled to bring inflation down to its target level by raising rates to 
dampen the pace of economic activity the greater the Covid-related supply shock and the longer it persists, the 
former officials said. 

FRAMEWORK ALREADY OUT OF DATE? 

The Fed re-ups its framework annually, though the recent revamp was years in the making. Some who believe the 
Fed is behind the curve urge a fundamental rewrite sooner. 

The framework contains "a commitment to letting inflation run hot before doing anything about it, but silence about 
what the Fed might do if inflation really breaks out," John Cochrane of Stanford University, a member of the New 
York Fed's Financial Advisory Roundtable, told MNI. 

""If the Fed has to contain a spiraling inflation, it will need to convince people that it has the will and ability to 
sharply raise interest rates and keep them there until the job is done. That will require a completely new 
framework," Cochrane said. 

MNI INTERVIEW:Fed To Speed Up Taper, Hike 3 Times in '22-Swonk  

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50205030
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50205031
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(Pub. Nov 5, 2021) 
 
By Pedro Nicolaci da Costa 

MNI (Washington) - The Federal Reserve will likely slow its bond buying more quickly than the newly-unveiled 
USD15 billion monthly reduction, potentially as early as its next meeting in December, to be able to raise interest 
rates three times next year, Fed advisor and Grant Thorton economist Diane Swonk told MNI. 

"The fact that they left it open in December means a lot of people were thinking we don't want to keep this at only 
USD15 billion a month," said Swonk, who regularly advises the Fed's board of governors in Washington as well as 
the Chicago Fed, in an interview. 

"It was interesting how Jay (Powell) put it, that we decided to keep it after the December meeting because the 
December meeting is after when we'd have to do the open market operations. Which means it's complete 
optionality. It opens the door for December or January." 

The Fed announced this week it would begin tapering its monthly USD120 billion program, launched at the start of 
the pandemic, by USD15 billion per month -- USD10 billion of Treasuries and USD5 billion of mortgage-backed 
securities. 

As Swonk noted, Powell also stated that the Fed "announced another reduction of this size in the monthly purchase 
pace starting in mid-December, since that month's purchase schedule will be released by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York prior to our December FOMC meeting." 

UPTEMPO 

A stronger-than-expected employment report Friday, which Swonk accurately predicted, will likely propel Fed 
officials to want to start raising official interest rates by the middle of 2022. That means having to taper faster. 

"It could be in December they set us up for it -- if we get another good month of employment we'll accelerate 
tapering. I think that's highly probable," she said. 

Swonk thinks the Fed will start raising the federal funds rate in June and then execute another two quarter-point 
increases before the end of 2022. 

The economy generated 531,000 new jobs in October while the jobless rate dropped to 4.6%, having started the 
year at 6.3%. That means officials must not only remain vigilant against inflation pressures that have far outpaced 
expectations, said Swonk, but also embrace the recovery's strength. 

"Rate hikes aren't necessarily just to fight inflation, they're also an acknowledgment of a really robust economy, and 
that we're healing. And the fact that he also said we could be to full employment by mid-2022 or in the second half 
of the year, that's important." 

Meanwhile, inflation itself has taken a worrisome turn, with the annual gain in CPI exceeding 5% for five months. 
The Fed was forced to acknowledge greater uncertainty surrounding its view that inflation is "transitory," as MNI 
reported the central bank would one week ahead of the meeting. 

"This was the first time we heard him speak about not just supply chain disruptions but demand as well," she said." 
I was surprised that they left [the word "transitory"] in, and it was interesting to see Powell's dance on transitory 
means different things to different people," Swonk said. 

POWELL SWAYED 

His language indicated that Powell, who has remained a hold-out dovish voice in an increasingly hawkish Fed, is 
ceding to the concerns of some of his more inflation-leery colleagues. 

https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50235727
https://enews.marketnews.com/ct/uz9783810Biz50235727
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"He's coming around. When asked if he thinks we could get full employment by 2022, he said yeah. That's a 2022 
rate hike then." 

She said the Fed's December Summary of Economic Projection is likely to see a clustering of "dot" forecasts 
moving into 2022 after the September report showed a committee divided between late next year and 2023. 

"In December all of a sudden you get all the dots moving into 2022, I wouldn't be surprised by that, or nearly all of 
them," Swonk said. "And then we also have the Fed saying, since we want to have liftoff in 2022 we need to get 
this (QE) out of the way sooner. And so starting in January, or announcing in January, but saying that we're going 
to accelerate the taper." 

 


